
GENERALIZED SPHERICAL HARMONICS

BY

M. H. PROTTER(')

1. Introduction. In two recent papers Bers and Gelbart ([3] and [4](2))

considered certain classes of functions which are solutions of the differential

equation

/ a(x)       \        / o-i(x)       \
(1.1) (-7TM0 +(—TV u«)  = °-

\Ti(y)       Jx      \r2(y)       /y

Their approach to these classes of functions was based on the Cauchy-Rie-

mann equations and the theory of functions of a complex variable. Certain

functions, called sigma-monogenic functions, were developed which satisfied

generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations; the real parts of these functions

satisfied equation (1.1). The sigma-monogenic functions were shown to

possess many of the properties of analytic functions of a complex variable

and, in particular, to have power series developments in terms of generalized

powers a-ZM.

Any direct attempt at extending these results to second order equations

in three variables must fail because of the lack of a corresponding theory

of a complex variable. However, the generalized powers XM and YM, from

which the generalized powers Zw were formed, can be arrived at without

touching the study of complex variables. In equation (1.1) suppose a solution

u exists of the form u(x, y) =X(x) Yiy). Let the initial conditions X(0) = F(0)

= 1, X'(0)= F'(0)=0 be imposed. The substitution of u into equation (1.1)

yields two ordinary differential equations which may be transformed into

integral equations. If the initial conditions are taken into account and a

process of iteration is applied to the integral equations, the powers XM and

F(n) are obtained as coefficients of certain expansions; these are precisely the

powers obtained by Bers and Gelbart. Their results can be extended by the

method of approach described above.

The present paper considers classes of solutions of equations(3) of the form

Presented to the Society, August 23, 1946; received by the editors July 29, 1946.

(*) The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor Lipman Bers for his con-

siderable help and constant encouragement in the development of this paper.

(2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

(3) By a different process Bergman [l; 7] introduced methods for generating and in-

vestigating functions satisfying equation (1.1). His methods can also be generalized to yield

results in three variables. However, he only indicated in an abstract [2] how particular results

can be obtained for equations which represent a special case of the equations considered in this

paper.
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(1.2)    {cri(x)Ti(y)iri(z)«x}«+ {o-2(x)r2(3')x2(z)Mi,}!, + {az(x)T3(y)Ti(z)uz], = 0.

Certain generalized powers Xm, F(0, Z{m-n) are obtained and a class of func-

tions, Rn,v(X, Y, Z), "polynomials" in these generalized powers, is formed.

It is shown that the functions Rn,,(X, Y, Z) possess the following properties.

(1) For each n and v, Rn,, is a solution of equation (1.2) which is regular

in the entire space.

(2) The functions Rn.v can be computed by quadratures.

(3) Every solution u(x, y, z) of equation (1.2) regular in the neighborhood

of the origin can be expanded uniquely in an absolutely convergent series of

the form

u(x, y,z) = 2ZÈ °^-RnAX, Y,Z),
B_o >•=o   »!

where the coefficients a,,, are given by certain simple formulas.

(4) Every solution u(x, y, z) of equation (1.2) regular in the neighborhood

of any point P(x, y, z) can be expanded in a series of the same powers

RnÁX, Y, Z) of the form

oo      2n      _, n      2 m     Q

u(x, y,z) = 2Z2Z-^2Z2Z~ *..,(*, Y, Z),
n-0 v=0     n !    m—0 (i—o      m !

where the coefficients an,v and ßm,ß are given by formulas similar to the a„,„

of (3) above, the ßm,„ being independent of u(x, y, z).

In the special case in which equation (1.2) reduces to the Laplace equa-

tion in rectangular coordinates, the functions Rn,v become homogeneous har-

monic polynomials in x, y, and z of degree n. Any harmonic function regular

in the neighborhood of a point can be expanded in an absolutely convergent

series of the form

oo      2n

E E ~RnAx, y, z)
B-o v=o   n\

where the coefficients an,r are given by Taylor formulas.

2. On a class of spherical harmonics. The Laplace equation

(2.1) «„   +    Uyy   +   Uzz    =    0

has the solution u(x, y, z) = eaxeßyeiyz if the relation

(2.2) a2 + /32-72 = 0

holds. The function u may be considered as an analytic function of a, ß, and

7, and as such it may be expanded in a power series in these variables. From

(2.2), the relations72m = (a2+/32)m and 72m+1=7(a2+/32)m hold. Hence, the ex-

pansion for u may be written in the form
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co       n     a'ßn-v   l 7 )

(2.3) u = Y.H --~<Rn,iy(x, y, z) + i ——-Rn+i,i*+i(x, y, z)> ,
n=o y-o     ni     i. n + 1 )

where the coefficients R„,, are functions of x, y, and z. In fact it is easily seen

that they are polynomials. Since u, considered as a function of x, y, and z, is

a solution of the Laplace equation for all values of a and ß if y2 = a2+ß2, each

coefficient in the expansion (2.3) must be a harmonic function. Hence R„,t

is a harmonic polynomial for each n and v.

Explicit expressions for the polynomials R„,y(x, y, z) may be derived in

the following manner. First the function u(x, y, z)=eaxeiive2i'<z may be ex-

panded in the form

-   akxk  -    pV   "    (iy)>*zm

u(x, y,z) = X, —T E -TT E -;-
k=0       «!     !-0        I'-      m-0 ml

Then a rearrangement yields

"   akßlxkyl   « I z2m z2m+1    )

u(x, y,z)= 2-, -E (- lJ'V'S-■ + iy-> •
k%     kill     nto ;T     1(2«)! r(2«+l)!j

From the binomial theorem we have

A *»!
72m  =   (a2 _|_ ß2\m  =   X^   - atm-tpßip

P-o p\(m- p)\

and the expansion for w(x, y, z) becomes

« m      (_   ■t\mm\ak+imr-ipgl+2Pjckyl  (   çim ¿lm+1       \

(2.4) u =    E     E--■!-r- iy-f ■
k.tX-o  pTo ¿!Z!p!(m- ?)! 1(2»)! (2« + l)l/

Consider first the terms of (2.4) for which k and I are both even. Let

k = 2r, l = 2s, N = r+m+s, n = 2N, and v = r+m — p. Hence the terms of

(2.4) for which both k and I are even can be written

-    "   a2>ß™-2' *£  »     (- I)*-'-(27V)!(7V - r - s)\x2ry2'

ho h     (27V)!    h,h~     (2r)\(2s)l(N - v - s)l(v - r)l
l z2Ar_2r-2« z22V-2r-2s+l \

' \(2N - 2r - 2s) !       *7 (27Y - 2r - 2s + I) if '

Since the above expression is in the form of (2.3), the explicit expressions for

Rn,v(x, y, z) for the case k and / even are

RiNA*(x, y, z)

(2.5a) *;' '      (- l)N~'-'(2N)l(N - r - s)lx*Tfztlf-tr-u

tTo TZo (2r)l(2s)\(2N - 2r - 2s)\(N - v - s)\(v - r)!
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and

R2n+i,iv+i(x, y, z)

(2.5b) *2  '    (- iy--'(2N + l)l(N - r - s)lx2'y2'z2lf-2'-2'+l

" ¿ ho (2r)\(2s)\(2N - 2r - 2s + 1)\(N - v - s)\(v - r)\

in which v = 0, 1,2, ■ ■ - , N and ^=0, 1, 2, • • • .

For the remaining combinations of k and I even and odd the expressions

for Rn,,(x, y, z) are

R2n,ip+2(x, y, z)

(2.5c)       _ ^  ' (- l)N-r-(2N)\(N - r - s)lx**+iy*-iztlf-tT-u

~ hi ho (2r + l)\(2s - 1)\(N - v - s)\(v - r)\(2N - 2r - 2s)\ '

R2n+i,i,+3(x, y, z)

(2.5d)      _ >£'     (- l)Ar--'(2Ar + 1)\(N - r - s)^2^2'^™-2'-2*1

~ h ho (2r+l)\(2s-l)l(2N-2r-2s+l)l(N-V-s)\(V-r)\ '

R2n+i,i,(x, y, z)

(2.5e) ^ '     (- 1)"-'~>(2N + l)l(N - r - s)\x2'y2'+h2N-2r~2'

' ho ho   (2r)l(2s + l)l(2N - 2r - 2s)\(N - v - s)l(v - r)\ '

RiN+i,ir+i(x, y, z)

(2.5f)       _ y»" A      (- l)N-r-'(2N +2)\(N - r- s)lx2ry2e+1z2N-2r-2'+1

~ ho ho   (2r)[(2s + l)l(2N - 2r - 2s + 1)\(N - v - s)\(v - r)\ '

R2ff+i,tr+2(x, y, z)

(2.5g)       _ ^  '     (- l)N-'->(2N + 1)\(N - r - s)\x2*+1y2'z2if-2'-2>

~ ho ho   (2r+ l)\(2s)l(2N - 2r - 2s)\(N - v - s)\(v - r)\ '

Rof+i,iv+3(x, y, z)

(2.5h) ^  '       (- 1)N~'~'(2N +2)[(N -r- s)\x2r+1y2'z2N-2-u+1

~ ho ho   (2r + 1) !(25) \(N-y- s) \(v - r) \(2N - 2r - 2s + 1) !  '

(2.6) Theorem. For each n, the quantities Rn,v(x, y, z) form a set of 2» + l

homogeneous, linearly independent, harmonic polynomials of degree n.

Proof. It has already been shown that each P„,„(x, y, z) is a solution of the

Laplace equation. The expressions (2.5) show that P„,„(x, y, z) is a homo-

geneous polynomial in x, y, and z of degree n for each value of v and all n.

An enumeration shows that, for each n, there are 2n+l polynomials of

degree n. For n even ( = 2N) there are N+l polynomials obtained from (2.5a),

N polynomials from (2.5c), N from (2.5f), and A7" from (2.5h). Hence there
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are 2n + l polynomials in all. Similarly, an examination of expressions (2.5)

yields the result for n odd.

The linear independence remains to be shown. Consider (2.5a) for a fixed

N and v. The expression for R2N,iy(x, y, z) contains as one term the monomial

(2N)lx2"y2N~2"

(2.7) .   .   .../   ... »
(2jO!(27V - 2v)

which is obtained by setting r = v and s = N — v. All other terms in the expres-

sion for RiN.ivix, y, z) contain z to some positive power. Now consider

RiN.iv'ix, y, z) where v'^v. The monomial not containing z to some positive

power is

nmwy™-*'
(2.8)

(2v')l(2N - 2/)!

If ai and a2 are constants, then aiRm,iv+aiR2N,w = 0 only if ai and a2 are both

zero. This follows from the fact that two of the terms are expressions (2.7)

and (2.8) and all the remaining terms contain z to a positive power. Thus the

polynomials Rín.*v(x, y, z), i> = 0, 1, 2, • • • , N, are linearly independent. In a

similar way each of the sets (2.5b) to (2.5h) forms a linearly independent

set. The expressions (2.5) for the polynomials Rn,,(x, y, z) show at once the

following oddness and evenness relations :

RnÁx, y, z) = (- l)l'i*RnA-x, y, z),

(2.9) Rn,p(x, y, z) = (- ly+'i^iVRnAx, -y, z),

Rn,v(x, y, z) = (- l)"Rn,,(x, y, -z).

Therefore no set can contain a polynomial which is a linear combination of

polynomials from other sets. Thus the 2n+l polynomials of degree n are

linearly independent.

(2.10) Lemma. The polynomials Rn,,(x, y, z) satisfy the differential recur-

sion formulas

d
(2.11a) —Rn,, = nRn-i.v-i,

dx

d
(2.11b) — Rn.v = nRn-i.„

dy

d d
(2.11c) —7?n,2„+i = nRn-i.iv, —Rn.iv — — n(Rn-i,iv-z + 7?„_i,2„+i).

dz dz

Proof. From the-defining relation u(x, y, z)=eaxeßyeiy*, it follows that

ux = au, uv = ßu, uz=iyu. The relation ux=au implies that
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-   - «'0-' d t iy \
2^2-,   -—   —\Kn.iv-i-— Kn+l,iy+l>
B_o y-o     n\     dx (. n + 1 i

vf «^"-/ ir )
— 2-1 2-,-;—^-KB,2, i-—— An+i,2^+i> .

„=o ,-o     «!     I « +1 ;

This equation is an identity in a, ß, and 7; hence, coefficients of corresponding

terms must be equal. Therefore we have

a »! d (m+1)!
- Rn.1v   =  —-—■ -RB-l,2»-2,   - ^n+1,2^+1   =   - Rn.iv-\-
dx (n — 1)\ dx n\

Formula (2.11a) follows at once from these relations.   In a similar way

(2.11b) and (2.11c) are obtained.

If we apply the recursion formulas twice in (2.11a), (2.11b), and (2.11c),

and add, we get ARn „(x, y, z) =0, a fact already obtained.

(2.12) Lemma. For all n and v the inequality^)

I RnÁx, y,z)\ ^ 2"( I x I + ¡ y I + I z I )"

holds.

Proof. Consider, for example, R2nm(x, y, z). From (2.5a) we have

(2ZV)! j x|2>-1 y\2s\z\2N-2*~2°(N - r - s)\
R2n,i,(x, y, z) I g E E

Zo rZ   (2r)\(2s)\(2N - 2r - 2s)\(N - v - s)\(v - r)\

From the inequality

(N - r - s) ! NzJ^> (N - r - s) !
< y^   ____:___= 2K~r-> < 2N

(N - v - s) \(v - r) !    "  Zo    (N - v - s) \(v - r) !

it follows that

, , t^"(2Ny.\x\2r\y\2s\z\2N~2!r-2s

R2N,i,(x, y,z)\^2«2Z2Z    ,     '   ' , -— •
ZiZo     (2r)\(2s)\(2N - 2r - 2s)\

On the other hand, we have

2N   2N-m     ("2A7)' I  X lml   -vl" I Z |2JV~m-P
/I III III        I   \9 ¡V \"~*       X~^ ' ' ' '(I *| +1 yl + I z| )2* = ¿, 2-,

m-o  p-o m\p\(2N — m — p)

N^    "       (2N)\\   x|2r|   y\2>\  Z|2A'-2r-2«

= hoh    (2r) !(2s) !(2iV - 2r- 2j) !

Hence we obtain

(4) This inequality is crude but sufficient for our purposes.
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„(x, y, z) | g 2N( | x | + | y | + | z | )2N S 22N( |x|+|y|+|z|) ÎN

In a similar way it is easily shown that each of the other formulas (2.5b)-

(2.5h) satisfies the same inequality.

Suppose u(x, y, z) is a harmonic function, regular in the neighborhood of

the origin. Let us define the auxiliary functions

ui(x, y) = u(x, y, 0),       Ui(x, y) = —u(x, y, z)
dz

uz(x, y) = «i(x, y) + Ui(x, y).

We consider a series of the form

oo      2n

(2.13) 2Z2Z-^r RnAx, y, z)
n-o v-o   nl

in which the coefficients are given by the relations

vl(n — v)l  d"ui(x, y) I
«n,2r  =

V-0

(2.14)

Otn,ir+l   —

»! dx'dyn~'

* - 0, 1, 2, •

vl(n — v — l)\ dn~1u2(x, y)

n; n = 0, 1, 2,

(n - T)\ dx'dy" x—y—O

v = 0, 1,2, ■ •• ,n- 1;« = 0, 1,2, ••• .

(2.15) Theorem. Let u(x, y, z) be regular in the neighborhood of the origin

and satisfy the equation Au = 0. Then u(x, y, z) can be expanded in a series

(2.16) i(x, y, z) = E E —r RnAx, y, z)
n-o »=o   n\

in which the coefficients are given by (2.14). Further, the series

2Z2Z
OCn,v

— RnAx, y, z)
nln—0  v—0

converges uniformly in a neighborhood of the origin.

Proof. Since u(x, y, z) is regular in the neighborhood of the origin it can be

expanded in a Taylor series which converges absolutely and uniformly in the

neighborhood of the origin. Hence, the terms of this Taylor series can be re-

arranged, and we have
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The relations (2.14) are obtained by consideration of the polynomials

Rn,r(x, y, z) | j_o and (d/dz)Rn,,(x, y, z) \ *=o. An examination of the expressions

(2.5a)-(2.5h) shows that

Rn,iv+i(x, y, 0) = 0,       Rn,2,(x, y, 0) =
n\x"yn~"

v\(n — v)\

— Rn,i»(x, y, z)
dz

= 0,       — Rn,2,+i(x, y, z)
z-o dz

n\x"yn~"~l

*_o     v\(n — v — 1)\

for all n and v. The function «s(x, y) thus has the expansion

(2.17)   ut(x, y) = 2~l2^ «n,2»
n=o »-o v\(n — v)

+   2-1 E  «n,2F+l

x>y*-v-l

v\(n-v- 1)!

On the other hand us(x, y), as an analytic function of x and y in the neighbor-

hood of the origin, has the Taylor expansion

(2.18)

in which

«i(*. y) = T,2Z -^—,—

An,v

d"u3(x, y)

dx'dyn-v x—v—0

The formulas (2.14) for an,, are obtained by equating coefficients in like terms

of (2.17) and (2.18). Now suppose the series (2.13) converges for |x| +\y\

+ |z| i£ro. Then from Lemma (2.12) we have

| Rn.,(x, y, g) | á (2fo)n

for all n and v. Hence if (2.14) is taken into account it follows that

2ZZ RnAx, y, z) | á £ £

oo     2n

= 2Z2Z

oo       2n

Oo)»

v\(n — v)\   An,r

(2ny

An,v

nl
(2ro)n.

But since the Taylor series for u3(x, y) converges absolutely and uniformly, we

have for sufficiently small r

2Z2Z»! *.,<*, y,z)\*± £~A
n-0 »=0~   »!

(2r0)n < Af.
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3. Condition for solvability by separation of variables. Bers and Gelbart,

in their papers [3] and [4], considered a class of functions defined by solu-

tions of the equation

{

<ri(x)        I      ,     (o-2(x)
- ux>   +  <-

Ti(y)      ) x       ÍTi(y)

Uy\ =

f   V

0.

2, =

This second order equation in two variables is characterized by the matrix

o-i(x)     Ti(y)

<r2(x)     Ti(y)

In this section we shall be concerned with solutions of the second order

equation in three variables

{<ri(x)Ti(y)iri(z)ux} x + {cr2(x)T2(y)7r2(z)%}„

+ {o-z(x)rz(y)irz(z)uz} „ = 0,

characterized by the matrix

<ri(x) Ti(y) ti(z)

<r2(x) T2(y) tt2(z)

°~s(x)     Tt(y)     irs(z)

(3.1)

(3.2)

If the functions cr<(x), Ti(y), ttí(z), i=l, 2, 3, are arbitrary functions of the

variables x, y, z respectively (with sufficient differentiability properties), then

(3.1) will not, in general, admit solutions u of the form u = $(x)1F(y)X(z).

This is shown in the following theorem.

(3.3) Theorem. Let the coefficients <r¿(x), Tiiy), ^(z), i =1,2, 3, of equation

(3.1) be analytic^) functions of their respective variables. Then a necessary and

sufficient condition that (3.1) admit nontrivialif) solutions of the form

u = $(x)1F(y)X(z) is that at least two of the three conditions

(3.4)

hold.

os(x)

<r2(x)
= const.,

Ti(y)

rs(y)
= const.,

*i(z)

7T2(z)

const.

Proof. The sufficiency will be shown in §4 by the simple method of exhibit-

ing a class of solutions of equation (3.1) in which conditions (3.4) hold.

To  prove  the  necessity suppose  (3.1)  admits a solution of the form

(5) It is sufficient to assume, for example, that the functions at(x), r,(y), x¿(z), î' = 1, 2, 3,

have continuous first derivatives. However the applications of this theorem will be to cases in

which the functions are already analytic.

(*) A trivial solution would be one in which one or more of the functions $, *, X are con-

stant or linear in their respective variables.
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u = $(xyty(y)X(z). This solution, when substituted in (3.1), yields

#"(*)                                 $' *"(y)
ffi(*)ri(y)iri(z)-—- + cri' (x)ri(y)xi(z)-h <rî(x)TS(y)ir2(z) ■

$>(x) $ ^(y)

*" X"(z)
(3.5) + cr2(x)r2' (y)fl-a(z) —- + ct3(x)t3(3')t3(z) ——

* X(z)

X'
+ <rt(x)Ti(y)vi (z) — = 0.

X

If this last equation is divided by <r3(x)r3(y)7ri(z) and then differentiated with

respect to z, the equation

g«(«)  ^(y)*"       r2'(y)l   d_ / x2(z) \   |    ¿/t,(s)X"        WWX'j =Q

o-3(x)  I r3(y)V        r3(y) )   dz\wi(z) )       ¿zItti(z)X ti(z)X )

is obtained. Equation (3.6) states that the product of a function of x, a

function of y, and a function of z is equal to a function of z. This can hold

only if one of the following two cases prevails.

Case 1. tt2(z)/tti(z) = const.

Case 2.

*«(*)  (r2(yW      ri(y)<Sr'\
-<-1->  = const.
<r3(x)   \ r3(y)^        T3(y)-$ )

First let us suppose that 7r2(z)/Vi(z) = constant. Without loss of generality

we may let this constant be unity. Then, from (3.6), we find

x,(s)X»  ,  Wfr)X'
(3.7)-= const. = ci,

Tl(«)X tti(z)X

and

Hence, we have

and

«■a

— {t3(z)X'(z)\ = cxi(z)X(z).
az

(z)X'(z) = a £   Ti(z)X(z)dz + c2

—— Tn(V)X(r,)dr,dt + c2  \     —- + C,.
7T3(£) •/ J       7T3(|)

If expression (3.5) is divided by cr2(x)T2(y)iri(z) and then differentiated with
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respect to x, and if (3.7) is taken into account, the equation

(3 m d H*)*"  ,  *i'0W    , 2^L ±¡^L\ m o
dx I <n(x) 4>        cr2(a:)4>j        n(y)   dx l<r2(x) j

results. Equation (3.9) implies that either Ts(y)/ri(y) = const, or <r3(x)/<r2(x)

= const. In either case the result follows. For the case <r3(x)=cr2(x), the ex-

plicit expression for <i>(x) is

(3.10)        $(x) = ki{XLL-Ç   ai(V)Hv)dvd^+ ki f'-^r+kz
J     <ri(Ç)J J     ffi(£)

in which ki, h, and k3 are constants of integration. The result for ^(y) is

/"    1     Cf C midí
—- [¿info) + Tz(v)]*(v)dvdt + —- + »2,
r2(£) J J      t2(£)

in which mi and m2 are constants of integration. If, however, r3(y)=Ti(y),

the expression for ^(x) is of the form (3.11) and that for ^(y) of the form

(3.10).
In Case 2, the fact that we have

o-i(x)   fr2(y)*"       T2'(y)*')
-<-1-> = const.
o-g(x)  ( Tz(y)¥       T3(y)y )

implies that

o-i(x) r2(y)<Sf"      r2'(y)V
const,    and-1-= const. = nu

o-z(x) T3(y)<a        Tz(y)-^

This yields an expression for ^(y) of the form of (3.10). If we suppose

<r2(x) =cr3(x), equation (3.6) becomes

d  (      ir2(z)        xz(z)X"       WOOX'I
— \ni-1-1-
dz  K 7Tl(z) 7Tl(z)X Tl(z)X J

and the solution for X(z) is of the form of (3.11). Finally (3.5) is reduced to

Ti(y) d
— (trii>') = const.

Tz(y)<rz(x)$ dx

This implies that

Ti(y)/r3(y)=const.,

completing the proof.

We note that in Case 2 the expression for f>(x) is that given by (3.10).

The result obtained in Theorem "(3.3) carries over directly to second order

equations in the n variables Xi, x2, • • • , xn. Consider the equation
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(3.12) ¿{¿«i/(*y)«4     =0,
i-l 1 y-i ) n

characterized by the matrix

325

(3,13) S =

au    ai2 • • • ain

C*21      a22 •   •   ■   Ot2n

ani    an2 a„„

in which ay, i,j = l, 2, • ■ -, », is a function of the variables xy. We assume

that ctij is analytic for all i,j(7).

(3.14) Definition. Suppose that in the jth column of matrix (3.13) all the

elements ay except a¡¡ are proportional. Then the matrix is said to satisfy

Condition A in the jth column.

(3.15) Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that (3.12) admit a

nontrivial solution u of the form

n

u(xh x2, ■ • • , x„) = n ^i(xi)
1-1

is that every column of (3.13) except at most one satisfy Condition A.

The proof follows the same method as the proof of Theorem (3.3).

4. Generalized powers. As stated in Theorem (3.3) the equation

(4.1)
Lu = {cri(x)ri(y)xi(z)Mx}x + {a2(x)Ti(y)ir2(z)uy}y

+ {<r2(x)Ti(y)TT3(z)uz}, = 0

admits a solution of the form « = <i>(x)1îr(y)X(z). It will be assumed that the

coefficients, characterized by the matrix

(4.2) S3 =

<ri(x) Ti(y) iri(z)

o-i(x) r2(y) x2(z)

<r2(x)    Ti(y)    x3(z)

are analytic(8) functions of their respective variables. Further, it will be

assumed that the functions of (4.2) are positive so that equation (4.1) is of

elliptic type.

A formal solution of (4.1) can be obtained from the expressions for $(x),

^(y), and X(z) given by (3.10), (3.11), and (3.8), respectively. We accom-

(7) These conditions can be weakened.

(8) For the definition of the powers and of the generalized spherical harmonics, it is suffi-

cient that the coefficients of equation (4.1) have, for example, continuous first derivatives.
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plish this by substituting the initial conditions and then applying a process

of iteration to each of the integral equations (3.10), (3.11), and (3.8). The

initial conditions <£(0) = 1, i>'(0)=0 transform (3.10) into

*(*) = 1 + cí f   —— f '«rittOSteiWfc
J 0     Cl(ç2) of 0

in which for convenience the constant ki has been replaced by c\. We solve

this equation by the method of successive approximation; we have

2 r*     1       /•««

#(*) = 1 + Cx ^77 I      <n(£i)#i#»/"    1     r
0     Cl(^2) J 0

i cx    i  rf*       rf»   i    rh
+ ci        —— adz) —— o-2(ti)dti • • • dU

•f 0     Cl(ç4) of 0 of o        Cl(ç2) •* 0

+   •   ■   •   .

We define the function X(2n)(x) by the rule

X™(x) = (2n)l f'-t-rf '»iftO •
of o   <ri(ï0«/ o

(4. 3a)
/< Un-2 \ /• f2n-l

——— I o-i(i:in)d£i • • • <7£2„.
0 Cl(¿2n-l) «7 0

Then the expression i>(x) takes the compact form

A   c?Xi2"\x)
(4.4) hx) = e    ,_ .;   ■

B-o        (2w) !

(4.5) X<2">(*) ^ Tmax \a2(f),-11   x2" = M2"x2".
Luis* (        <ri(<); J

The convergence of (4.4) follows from the inequality

■¡in

i(0J
Thus (4.4) is dominated by the convergent series

"    {ciM(x)-x}2"

h (2nJ<
The series for i>'(x) and  (l/ai)(d/dx) [<rii>'(x)] converge from similar con-

siderations.

If the initial conditions i>(0) =0, $>'(0) =Ci/<ri(0) are inserted in (3.10), the

series for <i>(x) becomes

—;— + ii — I      cr2 — ¿fc . • • dh + • • . .
o   o'i(íi) ^ o    o-iof o        of o     <Ti
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If the definition

X<2n+1>(*)

(4.3b) rx i rii    rh i       /•«*«-»    /*f2"  i
=   (2« +   1)1   I       — CT2   I - <T2 — ¿fi •  •  •  d^n+1

v  0     ffl ■* 0 **  0        Cl "  0 "0 Cl

is made, the expansion for i>(x) takes the form

2n+l      <2n+l)

*(x) = ±Cl     X {X).

„-„       (2»+1)1

The functions XM(x), n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , will be called generalized powers.

In a similar way, the iteration process applied to expression (3.11) for

ty(y), first with the initial conditions "^(0) = !, *'(0)=0 and then with the

initial conditions ^(0) =0, ^'(0) =C2/r2(0), leads to the definition of the gen-

eralized powers in y. Thus we have

y    1    ("ii       ("i2    1 c "Sn-s   l    c «»-1
i • • • dr¡2„,

(4.6)
' V      1       C 11 C 12n-l C 12»       1

/' V      Í       ("11            ("Ü I C "Sn-S      1       C 12»~1— I     ni - — I         ndv
o     r2J o        •! o r2 Jo          r2J o

0
/■ y      1       {• 11 /• 12n-l /* 12»       1

—   I        Ti"   •     I Tl —Aft-.,   rf^n+l.
0       ^2 •/ 0 •'O "0 ^2

Then the two expansions for^(y) become

»    cÏY™ -   Cf+V<2"+1>

n=o    (2«)! „-o    (2» + 1)!

The convergence of these series follows from the same reasoning employed

to show the convergence of (4.4).

To obtain the generalized powers of z the process of iteration must be

applied to the solution

/"    dÇ r *     1      Cfl i 2 2 >
—rT 'S    —TT        {ciintti) + c2ir2(ïi)}X(ï2)dïidÇ2

0    x3(f) J o    X3(fl) ./ 0

subject first to the initial conditions X(0) = 1, X'(0) =0 and then to the condi-

tions X(0) =0, X'(0) = (c\+clyi2/tt3(0). For the conditions X(0) = 1, X'(0) =0,

— I      {cixi + CiVi}dÇidÇi
o   ir3J o

C i rfl ( 2       2  , r{% i rf3   2       2  ,

+  |     —I      jcixi + C2X2J   I      — I      (Cixi + c2T2)dti ■ ■ ■ d$i
«'ox3»/o J o    ir3J o

+ ■■■ ,
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and hence

2 F2 1   ffl 2 C* 1   ffl
X(z) = 1 - ci I    — I     TridÇidÇi - a I    — I     7r2áfií7f2

of o   T'sof o «7 o   Tg«/ o

t f' 1   fti     ff»  1   rfi
+ Cl   I       —   I        Xl   I —   I        Xláfl  •  •  •   ¿f4

«/ 0     X3J0 of o        TTíJ o

(4.7)
mí/" i rri   rf2 i rr«

+ ClC2 <    I -   I        Xl   I -   I        X2<7f l •   •  •   ¿f 4
V •/ 0       ITzof 0 of o        X3«7 o

—   I        7T2   I —   I        Xláfl  •  •   •   dtA    -   +   •••.
0     X3 •/ 0 of o        TTZof 0 )

(4.8) Definition. The generalized power

¿(2m,2„)(z)

is the coefficient of cf"^ in the expansion (4.7).

Then the expression for X(z) is

2m  2n„(2m,2n) .  .

" Cl c2Z (z)
x(z)= E (-i)"*"     ',■.■•

m,n-o (2w + 2w) !

It will be useful to obtain explicit expressions for the powers Z{2m,2n)(z).

If one of the indices is zero, the generalized powers of z are

/' * l  c f '     /* ̂ 2 l /* f2™-2 l   /* f2m_i
—   I        Xl -I — Xláfl • •  •  ¿flm,

OX3«7o •/ 0        ""3 »'O X3«/o

/' *      1       /• fl           /* f2      1 /* tlK-1     1       /• fln-1

— X2   | -I — X2áf i •  • •  díin.
0       X3 •/ 0 of o        X3 «/O X3>/0

We note that these are similar to the powers X(2m\ Y<-2n). For the general case,

we define the quantities

/" i   /*fi r" i   /»fi
— I     irirff idfi, 7J =   |    — J     Tirffitif,,

0    X3 «/ o of o    ITzof o

and we make the convention that a symbol of the form AABABB • • • A,

which consists of a finite product of A's and 73's arranged in a particular order,

shall represent the iterated integral of the A's and 73's (and not the product

of the integrals obtained by integrating the .4's and B's separately).

(4.9) Lemma. The generalized powers Z(2m'2n)(z) are given by the formula:

Z(2m'2n)(z) = (2m + 2n)l[the sum of the (m + n) !/(w!w!) terms,

(4-10) . _
consisting of all the distinct permutations of m A's and n B's\.
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Proof. We proceed by induction. The result holds for the cases n = 0,

m = 0, 1, 2, ■ • ■ , and for the cases m = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • . This follows at

once from the explicit expressions given for Z(2m'0)(z) and Z(0'2n)(z). The in-

duction will be complete if the result is shown to hold for z(2m+2'2n)(z) on the

assumption that it holds for Z(2m-2n)(z) and z(2m+2-2"-2)(z). The quantity

Z(2m+2'2n)(z) is obtained first by adjoining at the right end of each of the

terms of the expression for Z(2m'2n)(z) the element A, and then by adjoining

the element B to the right end of the terms of z(2m+22"~2)(z). Hence there are

(m + ») ! (m + n) ! (m + n + 1) !

w!»! («+l)l(»- 1)! "     (>w+l)!n!

terms in Z(2m+2-2n)(z), each of which is a different one of the permutations of

m + 1 A's and n B's.

To obtain the generalized odd powers of z, the initial conditions

(ci + c2)
X(0) = 0,        X'(0) = -^-—'—

x3(0)

are inserted in the integral equation for X(z). The expansion becomes

.  2    ,       2   1/2    i    Ç *      ¿f 1
X(z) = (c + ci)     \        ——

WO     7T3(f l)

/"   1     ft'      2                  i           C**    1 )— I    '(en + c2t2) I     — dÇidÇ2dl;3 H-' ' '( •
0     X3 J 0                                         «/ 0      ""3 '

Then the odd powers of Z are obtained by equating the coefficients of c

and c2 in the above series with the coefficients of Ci and c2 in the series

X(z) = (c\ + df2 E

*.m+n  2m  2n    l2m,2B)+l

(— 1)      ç   c2Z

m,n-o        (2m + 2n+l)\

It is easily seen that the explicit expression for any odd power, Z(2m'2n)+1(z),

is obtained by adjoining the element

/.

d$2

""3(^2)

to the right end of each of the terms that make up Z(2m'2n)(z).

(4.11) Lemma. The generalized powers of Z satisfy the recursion formula

did )
— Wz) — Z<2m'2n>(z)>

dz ( dz )(4.12)

= (2m + 2n)(2m + 2n - l){-Ki(z)Z<-2m~2-2n'>(z) + Tr2(z)Z^2m-2n~2^(z)\.
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Proof. We proceed by induction. The result clearly holds for the cases

w = 0, m = 0, 1, 2, • • • , and for the cases m = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • . This follows

from the simple integral expressions for Zi2mM(z) and Z(0'2n)(z). The induc-

tion will be complete if the result is shown to hold for Z(2m+2'2n)(z) on the

assumption that it holds for Z(2m,2n)(z) and zi2m+2-2"-2)(z). From the explicit

expressions obtained in Lemma (4.9), ZC2m+2'2n)(z) may be written symbolically

Z(2m+2,2n)(z) = f2m + 2n + 2) (2m + 2n + l)[Z^2m-2n'>(z)A + Z<2»*-2.2-2>(z)7i].

Then we have

-jx3(z) — ZV»+2-2">(z)\
; \ dz f

d ( d

dz

= (2m + 2n + 2)(2m + 2n + 1) {(2m + 2n)(2m + 2n - 1) [iri(z)Zl-2m-2-2n'>(z)A

+ ir2(z)Z«m-2n-v(z)A + n(z)Z»m'2"-2\z)B + x2(z)Z<2m+2-2"~4)(z)7i]},

and again employing Lemma (4.9), we obtain

did )
~\tz(z)—Z«*»+2'2»\z)}
dz\ dz f

= (2m + 2n+ 2)(2m + 2n + 1) [*!«?(*».*«>(») + x2Z<2'»+2.2«-2)(z)].

We note that the same formula and same argument apply to odd powers of Z.

5. Generalized spherical harmonics. It was seen in §2 that the poly-

nomials RnAx, y, z) form a class of solutions of the Laplace equation Au = 0.

A corresponding class of solutions of equation (4.1), Lu = 0, is obtained by

the substitution of generalized powers for ordinary powers in the polynomials

RnAx, y, z)- The method for replacement consists first of the substitution of

the generalized powers Xlm) and F(n) for xm and yn, respectively; then the

variable z2N~2r~2' is replaced by

(v - r)l(N - v - s)\
1_L-ZW»-ir,iN-iv-i*)(z\

(N-r-s)l

Thus a term x2ry2'z2N~2r~2' corresponds to

(*- r)l(N - v- s)\

(N - r - s) !
X^(x)Y^^(y)Z^2'-2r-2N-2'-2''l(z).

With these replacement the polynomial l?„,„(x, y, z) becomes the function

Rn,,(X, Y, Z), a "polynomial" in the variables X, Y, Z.

(5.1) Definition. The functions RnAX,   Y, Z) are called generalized

spherical harmonics.

(5.2) Theorem. The generalized harmonics RnAX, Y, Z) are solutions of

equation (4.1) for all n and v.
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Proof. Consider, for example, the harmonic polynomial

^  '       (- 1)N-T-"(2N) !(N - r - s) \x*ryuetif-ir~u
R2n,i,(x, y, z) = 22 E

Zh Zo   (2r)\(2s)\(2N - 2r - 2s)\(v - r)\(N - v - s)<

which transforms into the generalized harmonic

N-v    v      t_   Y)N~r~"(2N) I.X"(2r)]/(2«)£(2>—2r,2AT-2i-2«)

Rín.iÁX, Y,Z) =2ZH-—-
Z>Z> (2r)!(2i)!(2iV-2r-25)!

Direct substitution of R2w,iv(X, Y, Z) into equation (4.1) yields

j^-v   ,     (_ l)^-r-.(2yY)!X<2'-2)F(2')Z<2''-2'-'2Ar-2''-2«V2(x)ri(y)xi(z)

hohi' (2r - 2) \(2s) \(2N - 2r - 2s) !

ç»  »    (_ l)^-r-.(2iv)!x(2'-)F(2»-2)Z<2'-2'-'2^-2'-2'>cr2(x)Ti(y)x2(z)

¿í¿í (2r)!(2s- 2)!(2iV- 2r - 2j)!

w-, ,-i   (_ l)^-r-«(2iV)!Z<2'-)F(2«)Z(2''-2'-2^Ar-2''-2«)(r2(x)r1(y)xi(z)

+ 2-1 2-1
ZoZo (2r)\(2s)\(2N - 2r - 2s - 2)

N^1    '     (- l)Ar-—(2^)!X<2'-)F<2s>Z<2-2^2JV-2-2'-2><r2(x)r1(y)x2(z)

ho   ho (2r) l(2s) \(2N - 2r - 2s - 2) !

It is seen by inspection that the first and third terms cancel and that the

second and fourth terms cancel. In a similar way, the Rn,ÁX, Y, Z) for other

values of n and v may be shown to satisfy the equation.

6. Expansion theorem. It is the purpose of this section to show that every

solution of equation (4.1) regular in the neighborhood of the origin can be

expanded uniquely in a series

(6.1) u(x, y,z) = filler R\AX, Y, Z)
n-0 »=0     »!

provided that the coefficients of (4.1) are analytic functions of their respec-

tive variables. It is convenient to introduce the function

m(r) =  max    max    max    max   {<n (/), n (/), t¡ (t)}.
i = l,2    .¡ = 1,2,3    i-1,-1      |/|Sf

From the definitions of XM, F(n), and Z(m,n) given by (4.3), (4.6), and (4.8),

respectively, it follows at once that

| X<B)(x) | g fw"(x) | x|n,

I F<n)(y) | g mn(y) I v I",
(6.2) '        WJ VJ7,/I

(N — r — s) '
I ^(iv-ir.lN-iw- 2')(z) I   < _1_m2N~ 2>—2» | z\2N~2r~2"

1 '      (r> - r)l(N - v - s)\ '    '
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(6.3) Theorem. If the series

(6-4) È| 0»-'   r,      ,
— Rn,,(x, y, z)

converges in a neighborhood of the origin, say for

\x\+\y\+\z\^ro,

then the series
co      in    ß

(6.5) u(x, y, z\ = E E — RnAX, Y, Z)
,,_o >—o   nl

converges absolutely and uniformly in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the

origin. Further, the function u(x, y, z) is a solution of equation (4.1), and the

series (6.5) can be differentiated term by term with respect to the variables x, y,

and z.

Proof. From the inequalities (6.2) we have

E E ^-\X,(X, F, Z) | 5: £ £ M«i^fL| *„,(*, y, z) |.
n-o i—o      n l „-o p-o n I

It is clear that (6.4) represents a harmonic function and hence Theorem (2.15)

may be applied. Thus the series

Í2ZM'^P-\RnAx,y,z)\
n-o v-o nl

■converges uniformly in the neighborhood | x| +1 y\ + \ z\ ^r0/2M. Since (6.4)

represents a harmonic function the above argument may be applied to the

derived series of (6.4) and (6.5). Hence the series (6.5) may be differentiated

term by term. If the series (6.5) is substituted in equation (4.1), we find

a A pn.r        air        »i
2-, 2-1 -    crmxi — Rn,v      +     <rir2x2 — Rn,v
„=o p-o   ni L dx       Jx      L dy       J„

T d -   1
+      CT2TiX3   - Rn,y\     =0.

L dz J,

By Theorem (5.2), Rn.,(X, Y, Z) is a solution of (4.1); hence the function

u(x, y, z) given by the series (6.5) is a solution of (4.1).

The following lemma, stated without proof, is a simple generalization of a

lemma given by Bers and Gelbart [4, Lemma 6.1].

(6.6) Lemma. Let F(zu zi), Gi(zi), G2(zi), Hi(zi), H2(zi), be analytic func-

tions of Zi and z2 defined in the neighborhood of the origin. Let F0o(zi, zi) = F(zi, z2)

and define
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Gi(zi)  —Fi-.i,j(zi, z2),
dzi

(6.7) Fij(zi, zi) =

G2(z2)   ——P,-,y_i(zi, Z2),
6IZ2

d
ZZi(zi) —— Fi-i,j(zi, z2),

dzi

d
Hi(z2) —— Pf,i-i(zi, zi),

dzi

333

i odd,

j odd,

i even,

j even.

Then there exists a positive constant C such that

(6.8) \Fij(0,0)\ è (i+j)lC'+'.

In carrying over the analogy of the expansion of solutions of the equation

Am = 0 to the equation Lu = 0, we find it convenient to introduce derivatives

with respect to generalized powers. If we suppose u = u[X(x), Y(y), Z(z)],

then we define

du du d2u
-= <n(x)-P- ) -
dX dx d x2

1      d /        a«\

<r2(x)- dx\ dx /

and, in general,

d2n+1u d    d2nu

a(x) —
d2nu 1 d   d2n~lu

dX2n+1 dx  dX2n dX2"       <r2(x)   dx dX2n~l

The derivatives with respect to Y are defined by the similar formulas

d2nu 1       d   ö2"-1«d2n+1u d    d2nu
= T2(y) — -

dY2n+1 dy  dY2 dY2"       n(y)   dy dY2»'1

For the present development it is merely necessary to define the first deriva-

tive of u with respect to Z. This becomes

du du
-  =  T3(z)-
dz dz

Suppose u(x, y, z) is an analytic function of x, y, and z in the neighborhood

of the origin. We shall employ the auxiliary functions.

,< „s      Ui(x' y) = "(*■ y- °)>   U2(x' y) = TT «(*> y,z)
(6.9) dZ

u3(x, y) = ui(x, y) + u2(x, y).

We also define the quantities
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vl(n — v)l       dnUi(x, y)
ßn.

ni dX'dY"-'
(6.10)

vl(n - v — 1)1 dn~1u2(x, y)
/3n,2»+l  =

(»-!)!       dX'dY"-'-1

i—y—0

x—y—0

(6.11) Theorem. Let u(x, y, z) satisfy equation (4.1), Lu = 0, and be an-

alytic in the neighborhood of the origin. Then, if the quantities ßn,, given by

(6.10) vanish for all n and v, the function u(x, y, z) vanishes identically.

Proof. From the definition of generalized derivatives with respect to X

and Y and from the fact that t2(0)^0, it follows that

dUi

dy
= 0.

z-îl-0

Similarly it follows that all derivatives of Wi(x, y) and m2(x, y) vanish at the

origin. Since |80,o = «i (0, 0)=0 and |8i,i = w2(0, 0)=0, it follows that u3(x, y)

vanishes identically. Then u(x, y, z) vanishes identically in the xy-plane and so

does its derivative with respect to z. Hence, by the Cauchy-Kowaleski

theorem, the function u(x, y, z) vanishes identically.

(6.12) Theorem. Let u(x, y, z) be a solution of,equation (4.1), Lu — 0,

regular in a neighborhood D of the origin. Let the quantities ßn,, be formed as in

(6.10). Then the series

(6.13) 2Z 22^7 RnAX, Y,Z)
n-0 v-0    nl

converges and represents uix, y, z) in some neighborhood of the origin contained

in D.

Proof. Consider the series

(6.14) ¿I-i,„(i,p).
„-0 v-0     n

From relations (6.10) and Lemma (6.6), we have

. .       vHn — v)l        n i i       vlin — v — 1^. „_i
| ßn.i, | Ú-;- nlCi, | p\,2,+i | :g-—— in - I) !C2    .

nl in — 1)!

For |x| +|y| +|z| ^2« and for all n and v, the relation |i?„,,,(x, y, z)\ ^en

holds. If we take into account the inequality vlin — v)\^n\, then it follows

that the series (6.16) is dominated by the series2~2n-oid)n. Hence, for e<l/C,

that is, in the domain |x| +|y| +|z| =2/C, the series (6.14) converges.

From Theorem (6.3) it follows that (6.13) converges in a sufficiently small
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neighborhood of the origin. By Theorem (6.11) the function u is represented

uniquely.

7. Binomial formulas for generalized spherical harmonics. The solutions

of equation (4.1), Zw = 0, considered thus far have been those regular in the

neighborhood of the origin. Suppose now that Lu = 0 has a solution u(x, y, z)

regular in the neighborhood of some point P(x0, yo, Zo). The development in

this case would consist first of defining the generalized powers XM, F(n), and

£(>».»> ¡n tne same way as was done in §4. Here, however, the lower limits of

the integrals defining XM are Xo instead of zero. Similarly, for F(n) and

Z<m.".> the lower limits of the integrals would be yo and Zo, respectively. With

these definitions of generalized powers, the generalized spherical harmonics

Rn,y(X, Y, Z) can be formed in the same way as in §5. For these harmonics de-

fined "with respect to the point P" we introduce the notation Rn,,(X, Y, Z; P).

Since Rn,v(X, Y, Z;P) is a solution of Lu = 0 regular in the entire space, it

can be expanded in terms of R„,,(X, F, Z; 0)=Rn,,(X, F, Z). That is, the

theorems of §6 can be applied. Thus we. have

RnAX, Y,Z;P) = 2Z2Z^~ Rn.,,(X, Y, Z),
m-0 »i-O      Wt !

which follows directly from the expansion theorem, (6.12). The coefficients

am,„ are given by the formulas (6.10) with u(x, y, z) replaced by

Rn,,(X, Y, Z;P). From the definition of generalized harmonics it is clear that

Rn,,(X, F, Z; P) contains no generalized power of degree greater than n. The

generalized derivative of a generalized power follows the same rule as the

ordinary derivative of an ordinary power. The formulas (6.10) for the coeffi-

cients cim.p. consist essentially of the various mth derivatives with respect to

X and F evaluated at the origin. Hence, since Rn,,(X, Y, Z; P) is a "poly-

nomial" in X, Y, and Z, all derivatives greater than the nth will be zero.

Thus am,„ = 0 for m>n. Then the series for Rn,r(X, Y, Z; P) is

n     2m     a

(7.1) RnAX, Y,Z;P) = 2Z2Z^r- RmAX, Y, Z)
m-0 (i-O      *» !

in which

p\(m- p)\  ó""3cB,,(X,F,0;P)

J»! dX"dYm~ " x.y.0

!T      Ó""-1       ( d   _ 1111
-   -Í-Rn.,(X,Y,Z;P)\     y\
LdX^dY—^XdZ L-oiJIx-v-o

By the results of §6 a solution u(x, y, z) oí Lu = 0 regular in the neighbor-

hood of a point P(x0, yo, Zo) can be expanded in powers of Rn,,(X, Y, Z; P).

Thus we have

(7.2)

<*m,2fi+l
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(7.3) «(*. y, z) = E E -7 £..»(*. F,Z; F)
B-o »-0 m

in which the coefficients ßn,v are given by the formulas

vl(n — v)l dnu(x, y, zi) I
p"n,2> —

(7.4)

A.,

»! dX'dY«-'

vl(n — v — 1)!
2p+1

â"-1 (   3 111
-<-w(x, y, z) >
pnlTn-p-l   I  f)7       s       ""    '. I(» - 1) !        5I'i

The expansions (7.3) and (7.1) yield the following theorem.

(7.5) Theorem. Let u(x, y, z) be a solution of Lu = 0 regular in the neighbor-

hood of a point P(x0, yo, zi). Then u(x, y, z) can be expanded in the series

Pn,y  ^-y  ■^i    am,p  —_
00     2n    O n     im

(7.6) <x,y,z) = 2Z2~:-^2Z2Z
n-0 p-0     »!   m-0 )i-0      *»!

Rm,AX, Y, Z)

in which the am,M and ß„,„ are given by il.2) and (7.4), respectively. iThe

generalized harmonics RnAX, Y, Z) are those taken with respect to the origin.)

8. Examples. If the spherical coordinates x — r sin 6 cos p, y = r sin 6 sin p,

z — r cos 6 are introduced, the Laplace equation becomes

3 /    du\ 1     d2u       3 / du\
(8.1) sin0—(r2—) H-1-(sin 0—1 = 0.

dr\    or/      sin 0 dp2      30 \ 30/

As is well known, any solution of (8.1) can be expanded in the series

00 00

rn ¿^ iAn cos mp + Bn sin mp)Pn (cos 0)

n=0       m—0

where the A™, B™ are constants and the P™(cos 9) are the associated Legendre

functions. (8.1) is of the type of (4.1) with the coefficients forming the matrix

r2   1      sin 0

I 1    1/sin 1

II sin 0

The generalized powers X(n)ir), F(n)(c5), and Z(m'n)(f7) can be formed, and

any solution of (8.1) analytic in the neighborhood of a point P can be ex-

panded in a series

(8.2) EE^f^,p{Z(r), F(c6),Z(0)}
n-0 p-0     »'

in which the coefficients are given by formulas (7.4).
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It is clear that the quantities

nm, „.    Sin
r Pn (cos 8)        nup

cos

satisfy relations of the form

n    m, Sin V^  \A   a*.'   „       , .
r Pn (cos 0)       m<p = 2-, 2-, — R"AX, y, z)

cos k=o ,—o   ¿!

where the coefficients «*,„ are given by (2.14), These coefficients can be

evaluated with the aid of Ferrer's formula. (See [6, p. 392].) From this

formula it follows that

/*                                               sin                  2wimnl     B   m sin
(z + ix cos v + iy sin v)n        mvdv = -r P„ (cos 0)        m<p.

_T                                            cos                (m + n) ! cos

We introduce the quantities

[m + n + 1~|      Ym + ri~\ Ym + 1"|      \m~\

—s   J — L—^—J*   /=L—.Ht}

where m = 0, 1, 2, • • • , w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , and we let

(- l)m+n+e(m + n)\m\

n\2m+n-'[(m + n)/2]\

(8.4) Theorem. Every solution of the Laplace equation of the form

n    mr Sin
r Pn (cos 0)        m<t>

cos

can be expressed as a linear combination of the quantities R„,,(x, y, z) given by:

In II]

rnPn (cos 0) cos m<t> = Am,„  E  R*,t&+/)
r-0

[m/21 (_1y(m+2v-2l+f)\(n-2v+2l-g)\
/ .    —-(for m+n even)

(8.5)       Zo      (2l)\(m-2iy.((m+f)/2+v-iy.((n-g)/2-v+iy.

l(»-l)/2]

=  Am¡n   2-1       Pn,2(2F+/)+l
p-0

[«/*] (_1)¡(w+2„_2/+/)!(w-2í'+2/-l-g)!
2-1   -;-;-(f°r m+n odd);
Zl    (2iy.(m-2iy.((m+f)/2+v-iy.((n-g-l)/2-v+t)\K
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n     m t(n-l)/2]

r P„ (cos 0) sin mp - Am,n  E    Rn.nir+i-ç)
p-0

[(«-«/il (_1)i(w+2v_2/-/)!(»-2V+2p+g)!
V   -(for m+n even)
w    (2p+l)!(ÍW-2Z-l)!((w-/)/2+v-/)!((»+g)/2-l.+/)!V

[(n-l)/2]

(8.5) =  ^4m,n    2^       ^».S(î»+i)+l
p-0

K»-»/« (_1)l(w+2v-2/-/)!(»-2v+2/-|)!
> .   -(for w+» odd).
éí   (2p+l)!(m-2p-l)!((m-/)/2+I—0!((«+g)/2-^+Z)!

Proof. Multiplication of (8.3) by i~n yields

im~n2vnl  ,

(» + »)!
(8.6)    I    (x ços v + y sin v — iz)n cos mvdv = -—   —— r Pn (cos 0) cos

and a similar expression with sin imp). On the other hand, the definition of

the polynomials 7?„,,(x, y, z) as the coefficients in the expansion of the func-

tions eaxe^e^' implies that

"   (ax + ßy + iyz)n
Jl   =  g"x+ßv+iiz   —    \      -

n-0 »!

= 2J2J —;— ^n,2p H-— 7?n+i,2p+i .
n-0 p-0        »!       L M +  1 J

Hence we have

n

Re (ax + ßy + iyz)n = E oc'ßn-'Rn,i.

p-0

and

n-l

Im (ax + ßy+ iyz)n = yE a'ß^'^Rn^+u
p-0

If the substitution a = cos v, p" = sin v is made, the relation ai+8t = yi yields

7=±1,
n

Re (x cos v + y sin v + iz)n = E cos' v sin*"' t>7?n,2„
p-0

and
n-l

Im (x cos v + y sin v + iz)n = ± E cos" v sinn~"_1 i>7?B,2,+i.
p-O

Multiplying by cos (mv) and integrating from — x to +ir, we find
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(8.7)
/_'

Re (x cos v + y sin v ± iz)n cos mvdv

n /• r

= E P-n,2» I    cos' v sin"~" v cos mvdv,
»=0 "   — T

and a similar expression for the imaginary part. For the case of m and n

even relation (8.7) becomes, after integration,

(8.8)
/.

Re (x cos v+y sin » + iz)n cos mvdv

(- l)lm\(m-2l+2v) \(n+2l-2v) !2xn/2 m/2

S éí    "'4,'(20!(w-20!(w/2-/+v)!(«/2+;-v)!((í»+»)/2)!2'»+*'

For both ?» and w odd (8.7) yields a similar expression. A comparison of (8.8)

with (8.6) yields, for both m and n even,

n     m

r P„ (cos 0) cos m<p

(_l)(m+n)/2(w + w)!OT|    n/2 m/2 (_ J) ¡(w_ 27 + 2l») !(«+2/- 2v) !

2-1 Rn.lv 2-1
n\((m+n)/2)\2'»+n     Zo      '   Zo  (2F)\(m-2t)l(m/2-l+v)l(n/2+l-v)l

The remaining relations, (8.5), are found by a study of the various combina-

tions of m and n even and odd.

If the cylindrical coordinates x = v cos <f>, y = v sin <p, z=w are introduced,

the Laplace equation becomes

(8.9)
d^U        1    d2U â2U       du

v-1-ht-1-= 0.
dw2       v   d<f>2 dv2       dv

Equation (8.9) is in the form of (4.1) with the matrix

1      1      v

1      11/»

1      1      v

We consider the generalized spherical harmonics generated by equation

(8.9) about the point P0'w = 0, 0 = 0, v= 1. In this case the powers XM(w)

and YM(4>) are merely the ordinary powers w" and </>", respectively. The

powers Z(m-n)(v) can be formed according to the methods of §4. Since, as is

well known, the function cosh (w) cos (n<j>)Jn(v) is a solution of (8.9), we have

the expansion

00   2k  ak   _

(8.10) cos (nw) cos («</.)Z„(») = 2^2^-^ Ä*.»{X(w), Ffo), Z(v)}
i-0 r=0      k\
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in which

(2k) 1(2*- 2?)!
tt2*'4'  = OM, i"   l)^«2*-2Vn(l),

(2«)!

(2^)!(2k- 2f)1
«.H-1.4H-1 = '      ,- (- l)*-'«2*-2'/B'(l),

(2*)!

a*,4p+2 = a*,4p+3 = a2AH-i,4p = a2*t4,+i = 0.

Hence, the series (8.10) can be written

cosh w cos (np)In(v)

CO k 0)1(2* - 2,) 1 JMD Ji(l) 1

~hh    (2*)!    ( 1} n   L(2*)i M^+(ir+i)r3î,*+lH-

In_particular, for w=c/> = 0 we have the series expansion for the Bessel func-

tion Jn(v)

"A  i»!(2* - 2v)\
Jn(v) =22 22 ' (- l)2*-»2*-2'

fc-0 p-0 \¿") ■

r/,(i) /n'(l) 1
. 7  ^fî,.it-î,)     l__J_i__£(2p,S*-2p)+l

L(2*)! (2*+ 1)1 J'

Each of the generalized powers of Z in (8.11) consists of the sum of integrals

of the type /x"(log x)dx. Therefore each term of the series can be obtained

in closed form.

When expressed in rectangular coordinates the quantities cosh w

•cos (np)Jn(v) are solutions of Aw = 0. Hence, by the results of §4 we can ob-

tain the expansion in the ordinary harmonics

°°     2k    ßk p

cosh w cos (np)Jn(v) = 22 22 ~~ R*AX, y, z).
k—0 p-0     kl

To obtain expressions for the Bessel functions in terms of the harmonics

7?n,p(x, y, z), that is, to evaluate the coefficients ßk,, above, we make use of

the formula (see [6, p. 396])

exp (x cos « + y sin u — iw) cos (mu)du = 2wime~iv' cos (mp)Jm(— iv).

Then by an argument similar to the one employed in the proof of Theorem

(8.4) we have

im cos w cos (mp)Jm(—iv)

-   -   &_{-iyml(m-2l+2v+f)l(2n+2l-2v)lR2.+f.,ap+n(x, y, z)

" hh   h  {W{m-n)K2n+M[{rn+l)/2]+v-l]l{n+l-v)l{[{m+l)/2]+n}\2^^t'
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—im sin w cos (nut>)Jm(—iv)

_  »   »   twj] (-l)'m!(w-2/+2y+/)!(2»-|-2/-2^U?2M./+1,2e,+/)+1(i, y, s)

n—0 »j£i to (2ni(«-2i)l(2»+/-|-l)l{ [(m+l)/2]+v-/} \{n+l-v)\{ [(m-|-l)/2]4-i.} !2-»+î-+/

In particular, for w=<p=0, we get the expansion for the Bessel function

Jm(-ix)

m! ,£, x2"+' t«£«      (-l)'(»i+2»-2/+/)!

2™ iZo  (2W+/)!([(m+l)/2]+»)!22"+'    fo l\(m-2l)\([(m+l)/2]+n-l)\

Stepanoff [5] has considered those Euclidean transformations of co-

ordinates

x = X(h, t», h),        y = Y (h, h, ti),       z = Z(/i, t2, ti)

which transform the Laplace equation into an equation possessing solutions

of the form u = Ti(ti)T2(t2)T3(t3). It is shown that there are essentially five

such transformations ; in each case the transformed equation is in the form of

(4.1). Hence, the methods employed in this section for the Legendre and

Bessel functions may be applied to the remaining three cases considered by

Stepanoff. In particular, expansions for Lamé and Mathieu functions can be

found.

The case of second order equations in more than three variables offers no

essential difficulty. For n variables there would be n —1 generalized powers

each with one index and one "power" with n —1 indices. This fact and the

type of equation that can be considered are shown in Theorem (3.15).
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